
GET LEADING OPENSHIFT EXPERTISE FROM 
THE FIRST OPENSHIFT PARTNER

As the first OpenShift partner, we’ve led many successful  
implementations. Over time, we have developed the processes,  
automation playbooks, templates, and insights that position us as  
preferred consultants for high-impact engagements. We assess customer 
readiness, implement OpenShift, and enhance existing implementations.

Our 2017 publication Non-Functional Requirements for OpenShift  
Implementations is a high-demand resource on our website. The
document captures dozens of insights that position implementations 
for success, no matter the context.

The 2018 Vizuri OpenShift Mind Map is our latest external publication,
building on this sustained interest. In 2018, we are announcing the 
release of our OpenShift Mind Map, which formalizes the technical  
decisions and conversations you may want to consider when planning 
your OpenShift implementation. (See the reverse side for more  
information.)

START QUICKLY BY PROVISIONING A VIZURI AWS OPENSHIFT SANDBOX

We understand that many customers want to stay in the driver’s seat. Once you’ve decided 
to move forward, we also know it can feel overwhelming to master the complexities of an 
OpenShift deployment.

Vizuri has removed the most common roadblocks with our easy-to-start Expert in a BoxTM

service. We hand you the keys to a ready-built, AWS-hosted OpenShift environment for your 
team to explore and experiment with. Start in hours instead of months. Evaluate quickly with a 
fixed upfront cost.1 Use as a foundation for growth.
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For one bundled price, you’ll get:

• AWS-hosted OpenShift
Sandbox

• All products (with
supported
subscriptions), backed
by Red Hat

• Start-up guides

Specifically, the OpenShift Sandbox includes Master,  
Infrastructure, and Application Nodes configured and ready 
for your test workloads. It also includes setup of basic,  
out-of-the-box availability monitoring with CloudWatch as  
well as local (cluster) authentication.

Your environment can be provisioned quickly. Just let us 
know when you’re ready to take the next step.

viz • u • ri [adv]
1. well, nicely Origin: Swahili

Vizuri is built on proven technologies, but it is our 
people that set us apart. -Joe Dickman, Founder 

 1 Please note that variable AWS monthly costs are not included. Terms and conditions apply.
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VIZURI OPENSHIFT MIND MAP

We drive our consulting engagements and product deployments through  
careful analysis of an organization’s needs. There are many details involved  
with successful OpenShift adoption, and we have mapped them out for the  
benefit of our customers.
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This breakout details critical operational monitoring and response items 
that require advanced discussion and planning.

WANT TO SEE  
THE FULL-SIZED  
VERSION OF THE 
VIZURI OPENSHIFT 
MIND MAP?

CALL OR EMAIL 
US TO SET UP A 
CONSULTATION

WE’LL SEND YOU A 
COPY DURING OUR 
CALL AND WILL BE 
HAPPY TO ANSWER 
ANY QUESTIONS 
YOU HAVE.


